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Abstract. Glaucoma is the core factor for irreversible blindness in the
world. Nowadays, glaucoma screening becomes easy to be put into effect
with the help of deep learning. Automatic optic disc and cup segmenta-
tion can improve the efficiency of glaucoma screening. However, it is hard
to annotate a large number of retinal fundus medical data, which mean
it is necessary for developing an algorithm to generalize well to unseen
dataset domains. To copy with this problem, we propose a domain adap-
tation approach using adversarial learning in the context of optic disc
and cup segmentation. We perform our unsupervised domain adaptation
approach in two stages. At the first stage, we train a supervised seman-
tic segmentation network for the optic disc and cup segmentation tasks
in the source domain. Then we utilize a adversarial learning method to
adapt the trained segmentation network to the target domain dataset.
Considering the optic disc and cup segmentation masks have similar spa-
tial distribution, adversarial learning is adopted by keeping the output
structures closely in different dataset domain. We show that the pro-
posed method performs favorably against other teams in the REFUGE
challenge 3.
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1 Introduction

Glaucoma screening is the key point to indicate an insidious start of the disease.
The vertical cup to disc ratio is one of the clinical evaluation methods. There-
fore, it is essential to segment optic disc (OD) and cup (OC) precisely. Fu et
al. [1] have proposed an end-to-end multi-label deep network M-Net to handle
the segmentation problem. However, different from the nature images, medical
image dataset is usually hard to obtain, and the manual annotation is time and
effort consuming. The image appearance inconsistency of the different dataset
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might occur. The model trained on one dataset may perform poorly on others
datasets. To mitigate this problem, we propose an unsupervised domain adapta-
tion method to force the network to learn the target image feature and generate
semantic masks which have the same structure as the domain image masks. In
the REFUGE challenge, since the images from train and validation are scanned
from different fundus cameras, we treat the training dataset as source domain
dataset and validation dataset as the target dataset.

Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed method of optic disc and cup segmentation. We first
detect the location of the optic disc using a pre-segmentation network with data from
source domain and then segment disc and cup accurately based on the cropped disc
region. During the second segmentation stage, we train a fine segmentation network
based on the cropped regions, and then perform adversarial learning to make the al-
gorithm generalize well on the target domain.

2 Method

In the context of optic disc and cup segmentation tasks, we first detect the lo-
cation of the optic disc and then segment disc and cup accurately based on the
cropped disc region. During the second segmentation stage, we perform domain
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adaptation to make the algorithm generalize well on the target domain. Our
domain adaptation approach consists of two modules: a segmentation network S
and a discriminator D . We define the images from source and target domains as
{ I s} and { I t} , respectively. We first optimize the segmentation network S with
the images I s and corresponding segmentation masks which are from the source
domain. Then we feed the source and target images into the segmentation net-
work to obtain segmentation masks M s and M t. Considering we aim to generate
masks from source and target domain similar with each other, the predicted
masks are put into a discriminator D to learn the output space distribution in
an adversarial learning way. This discriminator is used to distinguish whether
the input segmentation mask is from source or target domain. Figure 1 shows
the overview of the proposed algorithm.

2.1 Opt ic D isc Det ect ion

To perform the accurate segmentation, we first locate the position of the optic
disc and then crop the disc from the initial image for further fine segmentation.
Considering the cup region is covered by the disc region, we only utilize disc
mask to train a pre-segmentation network Spre in the source domain. Due to
the apparent structure characteristic of the optic disc, the model Spre trained
on the source domain generalizes well on the target domain as well. Therefore,
the disc regions of source and target domain images could be obtained easily
through inferring the network Spre.

Specifically, we locate the disc center according to the predicted map firstly
and then crop a region with a width and height of 512 based on this center
position. We save these optic disc images I cs, I ct and their masks M cs (images
from target domain have not annotations) for further experiments.

2.2 Out put Space Domain A dapt at ion

Different from the image classification tasks based on high-dimensional feature
domain, we perform domain adaptation on the output space in the context of
segmentation task. For semantic segmentation tasks, adaptation in the feature
space may not be the best choice for semantic segmentation[5]. On the mean-
while, low-dimensional information also contains rich discriminative information,
such as the output shape and layout. The motivation of our method is that the
images from the source and target domain have similar output space morpholog-
ical structure in the output space. We utilize this property to adapt the model
trained on source domain to the target domain images by generating target
image masks similar to the source image masks.

Fine Segment at ion on t he Source Domain Since the cup regions are sur-
rounded by disc regions, and the cup regions also belong to disc regions, we
define our disc and cup segmentation problem as a multi-label task. We design a
fine segmentation network based on deeplabv3+ [2]. The encoder is implemented
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by mobilenetv2 [3] followed by atrous spatial pyramid pooling (ASPP) at five
different scales. The convolution layer is implemented by depth-wise convolution
layer, which has an attribute of memory reduction. To train the fine segmenta-
tion network, we utilize the combined dice loss (DL ) and smooth topology loss
(SL ) [4]. The smooth loss is topology aware loss function, and it could avoid
generating masks with holes. The total segmentation loss is defined as

L seg(I cs) = λ1DL (ydisccs ) + λ2DL (ycupcs ) + λ3SL (ycs) (1)

where I cs ∈ < 512× 512× 3 is the cropped disc images from source domain, ycs ∈
< 512× 512× 2 is prediction masks and λ1,λ2,λ3 are the influence weights on the
final loss; we set them as 0.4, 0.6 and 0.1 in our experiments, respectively.

A dversar ial Learning With the proposed network, we formulate the domain
adaptation task loss function as follows:

max
D

min
S
L (I cs, I ct) = L seg(I cs) + Ladv(I ct) + Ldis(I cs, I ct) (2)

where L seg represents the fine segmentation loss, Ladv is the adversarial loss and
Ldis is the discriminator loss. We first train a segmentation network with only
images from the source domain, then fine-tuning the segmentation network after
adding the discriminator network. For the images in the target domain, we put
them into the segmentation network S and get the prediction yct. To make the
output distribution of images from target domain similar to that of the source
domain, we utilize the adversarial loss in (2) as:

Ladv(I ct) = − log(D (yct)) (3)

Ladv is utilized to fool the discriminator to distinguish the probability map of
the source and target domains.

For the discriminator training, we define a discriminator loss which forces the
discriminator to distinguish the probability map from source or target domain.
This loss is defined as:

Ldis(I cs, I ct) = − (1 − z)log(D (S(I ct))) − zlog(D (S(I cs))) (4)

where z = 1 if the image is from source domain, else z = 0.
The final goal of our objective function is to minimize the segmentation loss

in S for images from the source domain and maximizing the probability of images
prediction from target domain to be considered as source predictions.

3 Network Architecture and Training Details

Pre-segment at ion network Spr e . For the pre-segmentation network used for
detecting the disc region locations, we utilize a simple U-net architecture [6] with
full-convolutional layers and same size of input and output. There are four groups
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of down sampling and up sampling, with two convolutional layers between them
in a high-dimensional space. Each group consists of two convolutional layers
(with padding) and one max pooling layer or transpose convolutional layer. All
convolution layers have a kernel size of 3 × 3 and a stride of 1 × 1 and followed
by relu activation function. The final layer is a convolution layer with a kernel
size of 1 × 1 and sigmoid activation function. In the training process, we set the
image input size as 640 × 640 by resizing the initial images.

Fine segment at ion network S. We build our fine segmentation network
based on the famous deeplabv3+ [2]. The encoder is reimplemented by mo-
bilenetv2 [3] followed by atrous spatial pyramid pooling (ASPP) at five different
scales instead of initial Xception blocks, which has an attribute of memory re-
duction. The convolution layer is implemented by depth-wise convolution layer.
Since the initial mobilenetv2 is designed for classification tasks, we utilize the
first four blocks as the backbone with revised stride size and dilation convolution
layer. The total down sample rate in fine segmentation network is 8. The final
activation function is sigmoid for multi-label semantic segmentation. The input
size and output size of this fine segmentation network are 512 × 512 × 3 and
512 × 512 × 2. We use Adam optimizer with the initial learning rate of 1e− 3,
β1 of 0.9 and β2 of 0.999. The learning rate decrease 0.8 times every 20 epochs.

D iscr im inat or network D . For the discriminator, we use an architecture
similar to [5] by replacing the final upsampling layer with global average pooling
layer. The network consists of 5 convolution layers with a kernel of 4 × 4 and a
stride of 2 × 2. Each convolutional layer is followed by a leaky ReLU activation
function expect the last on with sigmoid activation. In leaky ReLU, the slope of
the leak is set to 0.2. We use SGD optimizer with the learning rate of 1e− 6.

Training det ai ls. Our networks are implemented using Keras library with
Tensorflow backend. We add various types of data augmentation to avoid over-
fitting, including flip, rotation, translation, scale, elastic transform, salt and pep-
per noise, adjusting light and image region erasing. All data augmentation op-
erations are done in random mode. The segmentation network is trained for 300
epochs with a batch size of 8 on 4 Nvidia 1080 Ti. We utilize the segmenta-
tion network weights to initialize the generator of a GAN network. The GAN is
trained for 40 epochs with a mini-batch size of 1 on one Nvidia 1080 Ti.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dat aset

To evaluate our method, we utilize Drishti-GS 4 dataset with OC and OD masks
to test our approach. We randomly split the dataset into training and testing

4 http://cvit.iiit.ac.in/projects/mip/drishti-gs/mip-dataset2/Home.php
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in 1:1 proportion. So that we can get 50 training images and 51 testing images.
Then we perform our method on the val dataset from REFUGE challenge. We
will show the results of both of these datasets.

4.2 Result s

We first test our method on the Drishti-GS dataset, as shown in Table 1. We first
train a baseline model in a supervised way, which means we train the network
with 50 images from Drishti-GS dataset and test the model with the remaining 51
images. Deeplabv3+ is the segmentation model trained with REFUGE training
dataset and tested on the Drishti-GS testing images. DA-deeplabv3+ is the
proposed method of unsupervised domain adaptation. From the result table,
we can see that our proposed method perform better than regular segmentation
network. Figure 2 represents the visual effect using a different method on the
Drishti-GS testing dataset.

On the validation dataset, we ensemble the results from Deeplabv3+ and
DA-deeplabv3+. Test time augmentation is utilized to improve the performance
including flip and rotation in 8 different statuses, which means we average 16
predict results for each image. Figure 3 represents the visual effect using the
ensembled method on the REFUGE validation dataset.

Table 1. OC and OD dice coeffience evaluation on Drishti-GS dataset.

method OD dice coeffience OC dice coeffience

Deeplabv3+(supervised) 0.9732 0.8660
Deeplabv3+ 0.9459 0.8547

DA-deeplabv3+ 0.9558 0.8598

Table 2. OC and OD dice coeffience evaluation on REFUGE validation dataset.

method OD dice coeffience OC dice coeffience CDR

Deeplabv3+ 0.9522 0.8848 0.0425
DA-deeplabv3+ - - -

Ensemble 0.9534 0.8926 0.0418

4.3 Classificat ion

We achieve glaucoma classification by calculating CDR values. A higher CDR
value represents a higher risk of glaucoma.
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Fig. 2. Qualitative contrast results on Drishti-GS testing dataset.

Fig. 3. Qualitative results on REFUGE validation dataset with our proposed method
in an ensemble way.
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel method based on unsupervised domain adap-
tation to deal with optic disc and optic cup segmentation and the classification
results are achieved by CDR values. To deal with domain adaptation between
the source and target dataset, we design a generative adversarial network ac-
cording to the output feature, which could guarantee the mask structure similar
to that of the source dataset. The experiment results indicate that our method
performs better on the dataset from the target domain compared to the ordinary
segmentation method.
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